The 2nd Annual
Urban Land Justice Colloquium
District 6 Homecoming Centre, 15 Buitenkant Street

12 October evening

18:00 for 18:30 Keynote - Judge Siraj Desai
• Followed by supper and a photography exhibition of urban land struggles in Cape Town

13 October morning

8:30 Welcome, coffee and breakfast

9:30 Community struggles 1 & 2
• Tenants under siege - Clive Muller and Hazel Abrahams (South Road) in conversation with Fuad Isaacs and Carol White (De Waal Drive Flats).
• Land occupations - Mxoliseni Zwayi and Vuyisa Manitshana (Newcastle) in conversation with Bulela Mvane and Kholisani Mdini (kwaKiki).

11:00 Community struggles 3 & 4
• Relocation camps - Etienne Claasens and Joanne Cupido (Blikkiesdorp) in conversation with Magdalene Minaar and Angeline September (Wolwerivier).
• Informal Settlement upgrading with local government - Perspectives from Sino Chasiwe (Mtshini Wam), Trevor Masiy (Langrug), Tamara Hela (UT Gardens), Maria Matthews (Flamingo Heights) and Thanduxolo Bhayibhile (Santini), facilitated by Moegsien Hendricks (CORC)

12:30 Reflections - Zackie Achmat

13:00 Lunch

13 October afternoon

13:45 SPLUMA in context
• Current urban trajectories, drivers of change, and policy responses - Ivan Turok
• SPLUMA: radical change or re-designed same-same? - Stephen Berrisford

15:15 SPLUMA prospects and potential
• Civil Society and SPLUMA: prospects for realising spatial transformation - Peter Magni
• Informal settlements and SPLUMA: what prospects for upgrading? - Lauren Royston

16:30 Reflections and closing